
Tejco Vision Brings you Hair Trans, your One Stop Shop
& the Speciality division of Tejco Vision for hair
Restoration devices, Instrumentation & Training.

Hair Trans Speed

The Tejco Hair Trans Speed  is an advanced
microprocessor controlled programmable device with

digitized options for Speed, Torque and Counter Mechanism.

In skilled hands, the Hair Trans Speed is said to 
•  Be minimally invasive
•  Virtually pain free
•  Reduce the time of FU extraction sessions
•  Reduce potential for scarring 
•  Have minimum transection



Regular FUE

Programmable

Speed

torque

modes

hair trans speed
Zero controls. Only has a speed knob, 
where one is not even aware of the speed
they are working on

Disadvantage of a “blind” speed.
Quick transection of roots, with
slighest mismatch in angle.
Roots get cut through, before we can
realize and control the instrument
Punch slips deeper, hits the blood 
vessel and causes bleeding
Creates heat which can damage the 
graft, leading to poor growth.

Is a programmable microprocessor controlled
device.
Depending on the different scalp conditions and
area of extraction various settings with various
parameters value can be saved as preset programs
for easy use.
9 Programs can be saved to suit  different scalp
types, body hair transplant, chest, beard etc.

All disadvantages of blind speed are eliminated
The rotation per minute depends on the user
preference, a starter should start with a speed of 
800 rpm and can increase more than 1200 rpm once 
hand coordination and depth control is achieved. 
In case too much pressure is applied while entering 
the scalp, the chances of transection is high so it 
would be ideal to keep it at lower speeds.
An experienced surgeon can control the pressure 
exerted and can perform at higher speeds resulting 
in faster extraction of grafts.

Difference in the softness & hardness of the  scalp
skin requires differnt grades of  resistance, this can
be managed with torque levels
Hard scalp requires more power, hence  higher
torque & vice versa.

No torque controls - Hence difference 
in resistance required for soft and hard 
scalp cannot be taken care of 

Foot pedal controlled, takes long hours.
Has no multiple mode options.

Has 2 modes, Continous & Auto Reverse,
Auto Rev means as you enter in to the scalp if
resistance occurs the punch changes direction and
rotate in the opposite direction to prevent the punch
from stopping and getting stuck, minimizing
transection to a high degree
Auto reverse allows you to work without foot pedal, 
hence saves time and helps to continue without
breaking the rhythm of harvesting & hand
movement.
Continous means it unidirectional clockwise
rotation.

Why Hair Trans Speed scores
over Regular FUE extractors



Hair Trans Speed
The Flagship product of Tejco for Follicular Unit Extraction
(FUE) It is an advanced microprocessor controlled
programmable device with digitized controls for SPEED,
TORQUE, COUNTER & SCALP TYPE.
It is a hand-held motorized devices which allows surgeons to 
isolate, dissect and extract follicular units with steady speed 
and precision, with minimal potential for transection

Key benefits
•  LCD display
•  Microprocessor controlled programmable device with 9
   program setting options
•  Scalp type selection feature
•  Speed bar graph
•  Counter ranging from 1-5000

Scalp
Type

Selection

Counter

No selection option, so poor accuracy
during scoring.

Not Available

Soft / Medium / Hard
Scalp type selection option is available on this 
device. This feature helps us to ascert the punch
type to be used to get optimum aesthetic results.
One can choose if he needs Dull / Sharp punch
as per scalp type.

1. Counter Feature can be used as patients would
like to know how many extrations have been
achieved.

2. Helps gather higher patient confidence.

Therefore Microprocessor controlled Hair Trans Speed offers -

Range of Speed - 200 to 10,000 rpm
Range of Torque - 0.5 to 20 mNm
Modes of Operation - Auto reverse & Continous



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8LNdOmLCUKw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4OnpGRqo6Q

 Demo Youtube Link

Guide Youtube Link

For further queries
Log on to www.tejcovision.com
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